
not coping 

more changes

too little time

RESILIENCE IS IN 
HIGH DEMAND,

but developing it requires 
a holistic approach

Life is catapulting rapid disruptive change at us 
daily. There is no doubt you need to build your 
resilience six-pack to be strong enough to recover 
quickly from life’s challenges. Building resilience will 
give you the capacity to “bounce forward” to 
overcome obstacles, hardships, and adversity, 

instead of being defeated by them.  

Resilience is imperative to manage yourself and 
your team in the 21st century. When life becomes 
uncertain, the best thing to do is to invest in yourself 
and your team. Let us work together to leave no 

man behind.  

Join this blended virtual 
programme to build your resilience 

muscle. 

Build your cognitive, 
emotional, social, physical, 
and spiritual muscles today!

learn more

https://jvrafricagroup.co.za/academy/elearning/build-resilience
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BUILD COGNITIVE MUSCLE

MANAGE YOUR THINKING 
1. Make your self-talk count
2. Check your reality testing
3. Maintain mental flexibility

• Be open to new info
• Reframe events

4. Build new pathways

SOLVE PROBLEMS
1. Think it through
2. Think creatively
3. Use a methodology
4. Make optimal decisions
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BUILD EMOTIONAL MUSCLE

USE EMOTIONS OPTIMALLY
1. Be aware of and regulate emotions

(includes control impulses and flexibility)
2. Build self-regard (include manage

setbacks), manage fear (courage)
3. Express emotions
4. Understand emotions during change
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BUILD SOCIAL MUSCLE

MANAGE YOUR THINKING 
1. Build and maintain relationships -Use
interpersonal relationship skills -
communicate, empathise, manage
conflict, collaborate
2. Connect through social responsibility
3. Connect through social support and
networks
4. Value and leverage teamwork

SESSION 4 |  23 MARCH

BUILD PHYSICAL MUSCLE

SESSION 5 |  30 MARCH

BUILD SPIRITUAL MUSCLE

1. Manage your ass-et
2. Manage your stress
3. Manage your energy

1. Value and practice out your belief
2. Take care of your psychological needs
3. Clarify your key values
4. Challenge locus of control mindsets
5. Practice mindfulness
6. Live life with purpose



Various in-house options available to build resilience fitness for your team. 

2 March ‐ 30 March 2021 
@ 9:00 am - 12:00 pm 

10 August ‐ 7 September 
@ 9:00 am ‐ 12:00 pm 

Contact elmariek@jvrafrica.co.za 
for more information on 
in-house group discounts and 
building resilience fitness for 
your team. 

Each of the 5 three-hour sessions looks in greater depth at some theory and strategies to build resilience 
on the cognitive front, the social front, as well as the physical, emotional, and spiritual front. The 3-hour 
sessions are conducted virtually using the Zoom platform and the sessions are interactive, with facilitators 

engaging and managing group discussion. 

Themes include the importance of managing self-talk, self-regard, emotional intelligence, and strategies to 
build the various domains of resilience, aimed at strengthening one's ability to cope with challenge, crisis, 

and change. Two 45-minute pre-recorded videos will add to the learning as a whole. 

REGISTER NOW

mailto:elmariek@jvrafrica.co.za
https://webapp.kotive.com/hub/taskflow/init/466/693b280f808d4e9abc2f4e1abb7a74f7/full?_6528=Virtual%20learning%20experiences&_6547=Resilience:%20Fitness%20for%20life&_6494=Online/Virtual&_6575=2%20March%202021%20%E2%80%94%2030%20March%202021&_6501=R4%20050.00&_6584=5%20X%203%20Hour%20sessions&_7232=&_7233=1&_7235=15%20CEUS%20SIOPSA%20(PSB006/2020/218)
https://webapp.kotive.com/hub/taskflow/init/466/693b280f808d4e9abc2f4e1abb7a74f7/full?_6528=Virtual%20learning%20experiences&_6547=Resilience:%20Fitness%20for%20life&_6494=Online/Virtual&_6575=10%20August%202021%20%E2%80%94%207%20September%202021&_6501=R4%20050.00&_6584=5%20X%203%20Hour%20sessions&_7232=&_7233=1&_7235=15%20CEUS%20SIOPSA%20(PSB006/2020/218)
https://jvrafricagroup.co.za/academy/elearning/build-resilience



